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ABSTRACT Cell adhesion often occurs under dynamic conditions, as in flowing blood. A quantitative understanding of this process
requires accurate knowledge of the topographical relationships between the cell membrane and potentially adhesive surfaces.
This report describes an experimental study made on both the translational and rotational velocities of leukocytes sedimenting of a
flat surface under laminar shear flow. The main conclusions are as follows: (a) Cells move close to the wall with constant velocity for
several tens of seconds. (b) The numerical values of translational and rotational velocities are inconsistent with Goldman's model
of a neutrally buoyant sphere in a laminar shear flow, unless a drag force corresponding to contact friction between cells and the
chamber floor is added. The phenomenological friction coefficient was 7.4 millinewton s/m. (c) Using a modified Goldman's
theory, the width of the gap separating cells (6 ,um radius) from the chamber floor was estimated at 1.4 ,m. (d) It is shown that a
high value of the cell-to-substrate gap may be accounted for by the presence of cell surface protrusions of a few micrometer length,
in accordance with electron microscope observations performed on the same cell population. (e) In association with previously
reported data (Tissot, O., C. Foa, C. Capo, H. Brailly, M. Delaage, and P. Bongrand. 1991. Biocolloids and Biosurfaces. In press),
these results are consistent with the possibility that cell-substrate attachment be initiated by the formation of a single molecular
bond, which might be considered as the rate limiting step.
INTRODUCTION
Many functions of blood leukocytes are dependent on
their capacity to adhere to endothelial cells in a shear
flow. Indeed, a binding event is required for migration
from the blood compartment towards inflamed tissues.
Several authors built flow chambers allowing continuous
monitoring of the interaction between moving cells
(1-3) or model particles (4) and solid surfaces. Reported
data are consistent with the view that adhesion is
initiated by an instant cell arrest without any require-
ment for a progressive velocity decrease. The adhesion
efficiency is negatively correlated to the flow rate and
positively correlated to the surface density of ligand
molecules on interacting surfaces. However, the precise
features of the initial binding event remain poorly
understood. Indeed, the variations of the distance be-
tween the cell membrane and the chamber floor immedi-
ately before adhesion are not known at the nanometer
level. Further, the geometrical features of the initial
cell-substrate contact area are not known. This uncer-
tainty is exemplified by the wide range of numerical
estimates of initial contact areas considered in a recent
model of cell adhesion (5).
An attractive way of determining the distance be-
tween flowing cells and the adherent substrate is pro-
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vided by theoretical calculations performed by Goldman
and colleagues (6, 7). These authors achieved accurate
numerical determination of the translational and rota-
tional velocities of a free neutrally buoyant sphere
embedded in a viscous laminar shear flow near a plane
wall. Their conclusions may be summarized as follows:
the fluid flow exerts on the sphere a forward drag that is
proportional to the shear rate (or velocity gradient).
Further, when the distance 8 between the sphere and
the wall is much lower than the sphere radius a, the
sphere is subjected to a frictional resistance to motion
that is roughly proportional to its translational velocity U
and ln (b/a). Clearly, this implies that the translational
velocity U of a free sphere vanishes as 1/ln (b/a) when 8
tends to zero. Therefore, U must be a slowly varying
function of 8, and the numerical value of 8 may be
derived from U over a wide range of concentrations.
These concepts provided a suitable approach for a study
of the equilibrium distance between model particles and
charged surfaces (8). However, Goldman's theory has
not been subjected to exhaustive experimental check.
Also, the relevance of this theory to actual cells with
substantial surface roughness (9) remains questionable.
In the present report, we used a flow chamber
allowing continuous microscopic monitoring and digital
image analysis to study both the translational and
rotational motion of lymphoid cells subjected to a slow
shear flow. Comparison of numerical data allowed us to
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test the internal consistency of the predictions of Gold-
man's theory and estimate the distance between the cell
surface and the chamber wall. It is concluded that actual
cells cannot be considered as smooth spheres unable to
interact with the surface and a specific correction to
Goldman's equations is suggested. The relevance of our
findings to the mechanisms of initial cell-to-substrate
adhesion is discussed.
GLOSSARY
sphere radius
microvillus thickness
dimensionless friction coefficient
hydrodynamic force
shear rate (or velocity gradient)
distance between sphere center and plane substrate
pressure field
sum of sphere radius (a) and protrusion length
microvillus area
hydrodynamic torque
translational velocity of the sphere
flow velocity field
microvillus width
microvillus bending angle
distance between sphere surface and plane substrate
angle between vertical axis and cell protrusion
medium viscosity
sphere density
medium density
sphere angular velocity
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FIGURE 1 Model and coordinates. The fluid velocity V is parallel to
axis Ox, and Oz is perpendicular to the chamber floor. Cells are
modeled as spheres of radius a, translational velocity U, separated
from the chamber floor by a gap of width B. fl is the angular velocity,
represented by an axial vector parallel to axis Oy.
wall in absence of flow. When b/a is small, the asymp-
totic lubrication theory yields (6, 7):
F = 6'rrpaU(8/15 ln (b/a) - 0.9588) (2)
Translation
T = 8&rr.a2U(-1/Ao ln (b/a) - 0.1895). (3)
(b) the viscous forces due to the rotation of a sphere
with angular velocity fl in absence of flow. The lubrica-
tion theory yields (6, 7):
We used the framework of Goldman's theory (6, 7): cells
are modeled as neutrally buoyant spheres of radius a
separated from a plane surface by a gap of width 8 much
smaller than a. Let G be the velocity gradient of the
unperturbed flow, U and fQ are the translational and
angular velocities of the sphere (Fig. 1).
Because G is on the order of 1 s1, a is close to 6 x 10-6
m, the medium viscosity p, is 0.001 Pa * s and the
medium density p0 is 1,000 kg/m3, the Reynolds
number a2Gpo/p. is much smaller than unity, and the
linear approximation of Navier-Stokes equation is valid:
gradp = p.Av, (1)
where p and v are the pressure and flow velocity,
respectively.
Because Eq. 1 is linear, the force F and torque T
exerted on the sphere may be written as the sum of the
contributions of: (a) the viscous forces due to the
translation (velocity U) of a sphere parallel to the plane
F = 6irra2Cl(-2/15 ln (b/a) - 0.2526) (4)
Rotation
T = 8wpar3Q(2/5 ln (b/a) - 0.3817). (5)
(c) The viscous drag exerted by the laminar shear flow
(with velocity gradient G) on an immobile sphere close
to the wall. The limiting values of the force and torque
when 8 is small are:
F = 6,rrga2G x 1.7005 (6)
Shear
T = 4irrva3G x 0.9440. (7)
Because the total force and torque exerted on the
sphere are zero when the motion is stationary, combin-
ing Eqs. 2, 4, 6 and 3, 4, 7, respectively, yields two linear
equations allowing straightforward expression of U and
fl as functions of ln (b/a) (6, 7). Goldman's equations
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read:
U/hG = 0.7431/[0.6376 - 0.200 ln (8/a)] (8)
fQIG = 0.4218/[0.6376 - 0.200 ln (8/a)]. (9)
As will be shown below, this theory can be easily
modified by adding extra terms to Eqs. 2-7.
mouse-controlled cursor was programmed to allow the observer to
follow moving cells on a monitor screen. Small (64 x 24 pixel size)
pieces of the whole image were transferred to the host computer
memory at regular intervals. These images were subjected to delayed
analysis for determination of cell position and localization of surface
asperities. Under standard conditions, the pixel width was 0.43 ,um.
MATERIALS
Cells
We used DC41.1.4, a lymphoid cell clone obtained by transfecting a
CD4 positive T-cell hybridoma with (a) a and 13 chain genes encoding
for the T-cell receptor from an alloreactive cytotoxic T lymphocyte
clone, and (b) a CD8a gene (10). This choice was done to allow future
evaluation of the respective roles of different T-lymphocyte adhesion
molecules in cell-to-substrate binding under dynamic conditions. This
clone was maintained in DMEM culture medium supplemented with
10% fetal calf serum, 1 mM pyruvate, 5 x 10-5 M 2-mercaptoethanol,
0.25 mg/ml xanthine, 14 ,ug/ml hypoxanthine, 2 p,g/ml mycophenolic
acid, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 p,g/ml streptomycin and 100 u/ml
penicillin. Cells were exposed to geneticin (Gibco, Glasgow, Scotland)
2 mg/ml once a month to maintain a selective pressure for transfec-
tants.
Flow chamber
Our apparatus was described in a previous report (3). Briefly, a
rectangular cavity (17 x 6 x 1 mm3) was cut into a plexiglas block. The
bottom wall of the chamber was a 22 x 10.5 mm2 plastic culture
coverslip (Thermanox ref. 5408; Miles Laboratory, Naperville, IL). It
was stuck with silicon glue (Rubson, Brussels, Belgium) after a 15 min
exposure to 5 g/l bovine albumin to prevent excessive cell attachment.
Metal tubes of 1 mm internal diameter were inserted on each side of
the chamber to allow cell entry and exit. The flow was generated with a
plastic syringe mounted on an electric syringe holder (Razel Scientific,
Stamford, CT) equipped with a 2 rpm asynchronous electric motor.
Microscopic observation
The chamber was set on the stage of an Olympus IMT2 inverted
microscope (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a Lhesa 4015 SIT video-
camera (Cergy Pontoise, France) connected to a monitor through a
Mitsubishi HS338 video recorder. This allowed delayed analysis of
images with 13-fold slowing of cell velocity. Most studies were done
with a 40x DPLANAPO 40 UV objective (Olympus; 0.85 numerical
aperture). The micrometer scale used for measuring vertical displace-
ments was carefully calibrated by sequentially focusing on the top and
bottom walls of the cavity of a Neubauer hemocytometer (Elvetec,
Marseille, France) (100 ,um thick).
Image analysis
The main camera output was connected to a real time digitizer
(PCvision +; Imaging Technology, Woburn, MA) mounted on an
IBM-compatible desk computer. This provided 512 x 512 pixel images
with 256 gray levels. A built-in digital-to-analogue converter allowed
continuous display of digitized images. An assembly language program
was written in the laboratory to control processing (11). The following
procedure was used to monitor cell motion with maximum accuracy: a
Electron microscopy
Cells were fixed with glutaraldehyde (1%) in pH 7.2 cacodylate buffer
(0.05 M) supplemented with 0.05% ruthenium red to stain the
glycocalyx (12). After 60 min at 4°C, cells were rinsed for 2 h in
cacodylate buffer (0.07 M) and postfixed for 3 h in 1% osmic acid
solution containing 0.1% ruthenium red and 0.1 M cacodylate buffer.
Cells were then dehydrated and embedded in epon for examination in
a Jeol 200C electron microscope.
RESULTS
Cells roll for long periods of time with
fairly constant velocity
First, the flow conditions were carefully calibrated by
studying suspensions of small diameter latex beads and
focusing at different distances from the chamber floor.
As shown on Fig. 2, the velocity gradient G was fairly
constant in a region much thicker than the cell diameter.
The same flow conditions (G = 1.32 s-') were used
throughout all experiments.
Individual cells were observed. The focus was chosen
in order to make rolling cells appear as bright disks with
dark boundaries. As shown in Fig. 3, repeated digitiza-
tion of sequential frames allowed accurate monitoring of
cell location. A typical trajectory is depicted in Fig. 4.
Obviously, the cell abscissa was a fairly linear function of
time for periods of several seconds, thus ensuring that
the sedimentation process was essentially terminated.
However, significant fluctuations of the cell position
with respect to the mean straight line were clearly visible
(Fig. 4).
Cell velocity is not strongly
correlated to cell size or shape
Twenty different cells were assayed for translational
velocity U and radius a. The mean value of the dimension-
less parameter U/aG was 0.91 (0.045 SE of the mean,
range 0.75-1.80). There was no significant correlation
between parameters a and U (Fig. 5; the correlation
coefficient is 0.30).
Because cells often displayed irregular shapes (which
was indeed a useful feature, as shown below), it was
important to know whether U/aG was correlated to the
cell ellipticity (i.e., the ratio b/a between the smallest
and largest axis lengths, a and b). This possibility was
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surface patterns (Fig. 3) and measuring both transla-
tional and rotational velocities. Results are shown in
Table 1. These figures are clearly inconsistent with
Goldman's theory. Indeed, the theoretical value of
U/l2a ranged between infinity (large cell-to-wall dis-
tance) and 1.76 (close contact). However, the mean
experimental value of this parameter was 1.45, and 10
individual values out of 11 were < 1.76 (not shown).
Further, the experimental value of U/aG (i.e., 0.86)
was suggestive of a width of 0.77 lim for the distance
between cells and the chamber floor (for a sphere of 6
p,m radius). The expected value of Ulafl would thus be
2.22, in contrast with the experimental value.
Experimental data are consistent with
a model including a friction between
cells and the chamber wall
The simplest phenomenon likely to account for the high
cell angular velocity was a friction force between the cell
surface and the chamber floor. In order to test this
possibility, we modified Goldman's equations by adding
a phenomenological friction coefficient f corresponding
to a rearward drag proportional to the cell surface
velocity near the wall (this was equal to U - Da). The
resulting force F and torque T are:
h(pm)
FIGURE 2 Calibration of the hydrodynamic flow. A suspension of 0.8
F±m diameter latex beads was driven through the flow chamber and the
translational velocity was measured at different distances from the
chamber floor. Each point represents a mean of at least 20 separate
measurements. Vertical bar length is twice the standard error of the
mean.
tested on a sample of 11 cells with ellipticity ranging
between 1.04 and 1.51 (mean: 1.19). As shown on Fig. 6,
no substantial correlation was found between both
parameters. However, it was noticed that the largest cell
axis remained perpendicular to the translational veloc-
ity.
Goldman's theory cannot account for
cell movement
In view of the above data, it appeared reasonable to
model cells as spheres. It was thus tempting to use
Goldman's equations (7) to derive the distance between
moving cells and the chamber floor from the numerical
value of parameter U/aG. However, it seemed of inter-
est to check the relevance of the theory to actual rolling
cells. This was done by selecting cells with prominent
F =
-&6rrpaf (U-fD)
Friction
T = 6rpa 2f (U - a).
Eqs. 10 and 11 were combined with Eqs. 2-7. Writing
that the total force and torque exerted on the sphere
were zero, we obtained modified Goldman's equations.
After proper simplification, the equilibrium equations
read:
(8'/5 In (a /8) + 0.9588 + f ) (U/aG)
+ (0.2526 - 2/15 In (a/8) -f)(fQ/G) = 1.7005 (12)
(0.3790 - 1/5 In (a /8) - 1.5f ) (U/aG)
+ (0.7634 + 4/5 In (a/8) + 1.5f)(fQ/G) = 0.9440. (13)
These equations were solved numerically, using dif-
ferent values for parameterf. Results are displayed on
Fig. 7. Thus, experimental data (Fig. 7, solid circle) are
consistent with the framework of Goldman's theory
provided a drag force F is added to other hydrodynamic
interactions:
F = f (U - Qa); f /6iTrta = 0.65
f = 7.35 x 10-8 N s/p.m,
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FIGURE 3 Microscopical observation of flowing cells. Lymphoid cells (41.1.4 line) were subjected to a laminar shear flow under continuous
microscopic observation. (A) 18 digitized images of a single cell are shown (the total period of time is - 1 s). (B) The first and 15th frames are
displayed on the same monitor. They are separated by a period of 0.77 s and the cell anterior edge moved by 5.2 WLm. The dark area visible on the
cell surface represents a protrusion whose displacement relative to the cell edge was monitored in order to appreciate the angular velocity of the
moving cell. Bar length is 12.5 ,um.
where ,u is the medium viscosity. It was found suitable to
use a dimensionless friction parameter.
The width of the dimensionless cell-substrate gap was:
b/a = 0.24, (16)
corresponding to a gap of - 1.4 ,um for a cell of 6 p.m
radius.
Cell surface protrusions may account
for the high value of the
cell-substrate gap
Clearly, repulsive electrostatic forces or steric stabiliza-
tion cannot account for the estimated value of parame-
ter 8 (13, 14). Hence, a reasonable hypothesis would be
Volume 61 January 1992208 Biophysical Journal
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FIGURE 4 Translational motion of a rolling cell. The position of the anterior edge of a single rolling cell was determined at regular intervals of
- 0.17 s, allowing accurate study of short term velocity variations. Mean velocity is 7.1 p.m/s.
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FIGURE 5 Lack of correlation between cell r
velocity in a laminar shear flow. 20 individual
determination of translational velocity U and r
ters were not significantly correlated (P > 0.05
1 (am FIGURE 6 Lack of correlation between cell ellipticity and transla-
tional velocity. 11 individual cells subjected to a laminar shear in the
chamber flow were monitored for determination of translational
adius and translational velocity U and the size of the largest (b) and smallest (a) axis length.
I cells were studied for The dimensionless parameter U/aG was plotted versus ellipticity b/a.
*adius a. These parame- There was no significant correlation between both parameters (r = 0.36,
i, r = 0.30). P > 0.05).
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TABLE 1 Translational and rotational velocity of flowing cells
Translational Rotational
velocity velocity
U fQ UlaG flIG UIfa
p,m/s radis
Mean 7.07 0.78 0.86 0.59 1.45
Standard error 0.36 0.064 0.043 0.048 0.098
Cell suspensions were driven through a flow chamber with a wall shear
rate G of 1.32 s-'. Clearcut surface asperites were selected and their
translational and rotational velocities were determined by analyzing
series of digitized frames. Eleven individual cells were studied. Mean
values are shown together with standard errors (mean). Mean cell
radius was 6.3 pum (standard error 0.086).
that cell surface microvilli generated upward forces on
rolling cells when these encountered the channel sur-
face. Indeed, electron microscopy showed that the cells
we studied were studded with numerous surface protru-
sions (Fig. 8).
This possibility was subjected to quantitative analysis
by considering the movement of a sphere with a thin
rigid protrusion and incorporating into Goldman's equa-
tions, in addition to the aforementioned friction force, a
sedimentation force (i.e., cell weight minus buoyancy), a
vertical hydrodynamic force generated by the relative
(18)
051 ///°~~~~~~~~~2)
FIGURE 7 Effect of surface friction on the movement of a sphere near
a plane wall in a laminar shear flow. Goldman's theory (based on
lubrication theory) was used to determine the angular velocity (Ql) and
translational velocity (U) as a sphere of radius a at varying distance 8
from the wall. G is the shear rate (or velocity gradient). The friction
force was expressed with a phenomenological parameter f and dif-
ferent plots or Q/G versus U/aG were constructed for various values
of the dimensionless parameterf/6 7rra (values are shown in brackets;
,. is the medium viscosity). The solid circle represents the experimen-
tal data averaged on 11 separate cells. Vertical and horizontal bar
length represent twice the standard error of the mean.
displacement of the cell and the wall, and the contact
force obtained by considering the equilibrium of vertical
forces. This contact force was considered as vertical
because the friction component was included in parame-
terf. Cells were thus modeled as spheres of radius a with
a rodlike protrusion OP of length R (see Fig. 9A for the
definition of coordinates. Note that the algebraic conven-
tion for angles is unusual, in order that 0 be positive
when the rotational velocity is positive with respect to
axis Oy). Now, we shall add two interactions to the
viscous forces included in Goldman's theory supple-
mented with a friction term.
(a) A hydrodynamic force is generated by the mutual
displacement of a cell and the wall (15-17). We made
use of a formula first derived by Taylor and applied by
Dimitrov to cells. This may be approximated by the
following interpolation formula (18):
Fv = -(6'rrM.a2I/)db/dt. (17)
(b) Cells are subjected to a sedimentation force of
gravitational origin:
Fp = -(3)rra3(p -po)g (18)
where p and p0 are the cell and medium volumic mass,
and g is the gravity acceleration. The hydrodynamic
interaction between the protrusion tip and the wall is
expected to be negligible as long as molecular contact is
not achieved, due to the very slow (logarithmic) increase
of this interaction when the separating gap decreases.
The vertical component FR of the wall reaction may be
obtained by considering equilibrium equations along the
vertical axis Oz. We obtain:
FR= 6rrpa2R sin 0/(R cos0 -a)
x dO/dt - 4Ta 3(p - po)g/3. (19)
The horizontal component is accounted for by the
phenomenological friction parameterf.
Now, the movement of a villous cell may be viewed as
follows: (a) when a protrusion of length R encounters
the chamber floor, it experiences a vertical force FR
resulting in additional torque:
TR = FRR sin 0, (20)
this must be incorporated into Goldman's equations,
using the geometrical relationship:
8 = R cos O -a, (21)
which yields:
[(8/15) In (a/8)20.95888 + f] U/aG
+ [0.2526 - (2/15) In (a/8) -f]fQ/G = 1.7005 (22)
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FIGURE 8 Electron microscopical study of flowing cells. Cells from the 41.1.4 line were studied with electron microscopy. Several typical images
are shown, thus demonstrating the occurrence of surface protrusions of several micrometer length. Bar length is 5 p.m.
[0.3790 ('15) In (al8) - 1.5f]UIaG
+ [0.7634 + (4/5) ln (a/8) + 1.5f + . . .
... 1.5(RIa)2 sin2 0]flG = 0.9440
+ (p - po)gR sin 013pG, (23)
(bh when becomes nositive (Fip. 9 C) the motion
equations depend on
the above equation ft
equations remain val
_ ,f lh
FIGURE 9 Movement of
rotation at a distance fron
rotation, the protrusion ei
force. (C) Neutral positiol
increase the cell angular vi
the chamber wall, whereas
ing.
separates from the wall (Fig. 9 E). The variations of the
gap width 8 are obtained by considering the balance
between sedimentation force and hydrodynamic repul-
sion. We obtain:
d8/dt = (2/9) (p po)ga8bl. (24)
Lthe sign of the righthand term of The above equations were used to derive numerically
Dr FR. If this is negative, the above the motion of rolling cells, using steps of 0.02 s. Repre-
lid. Otherwise, the cell protrusion sentative curves are shown on Fig. 10 and additional
numerical data are displayed on Tables 2 and 3. The
main conclusions are as follows: (a) the distance be-
tween the cell and the wall may display substantial
oscillatory behavior, with concomitant variation of trans-
t \ g ) lational velocity. Thus, when the distance between a cell
(6 ,um diameter) and the substrate varied between 0.5
and 1.5 p,m due to the presence of a protrusion of 1.8 p,m
length, the translational velocity was increased by 36%.
(b) When the numerical values of the protrusion length
(Table 2) and friction force (Table 3) were varied, it
a cell with a rigid protrusion. (A) Free appeared that friction dramatically increased cell angu-
n the wall. (B) Due to sedimentation and
ncounters the wall, generating a repulsive lar velocity (Table 3). The major effect of cell protru-
n. (D) Sedimentation and contact reaction sions was to increase the distance between the cell and
elocity. (E) The protrusion separates from chamber wall. (c) The experimental features of cell
s the cell-to-substrate gap goes on decreas- motion are consistent with the view that cells may be
modeled as spheres studded with rigid protrusions of a
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FIGURE 10 Movement of a cell with a rigid protrusion: numerical simulation. The movement of a cell of 6 p.m radius with a protrusion of 1.8 p.m
(solid lines) or 0.6 pum (broken lines) was simulated using 0.65 for the dimensionless friction coefficient. Initial conditions are as shown on Fig. 7 B,
with a 0.5 pum gap between the cell and the substrate floor. The cell abscissa (8A ) and cell-to-substrate gap 8 (8 B ) are shown for a period of 3 s.
TABLE 2 Influence of protrusion length on cell motion near a
plane wall
Protrusion Abscissa
length x (U/aG) (fl/G) af 8,/a
p.m nm n
1.8 18.3 0.77 0.04 0.75 0.125
1.2 17.1 0.72 0.41 0.25 0.042
0.6 14.5 0.61 0.39 0.054 0.009
The motion of a rolling cell with a protrusion of variable length was
determined for a period of 3 s by numerical solution of the equations of
motion (using steps of 0.02 s). Initial conditions were (a) 0.5 p.m gap
between cell and surface and (b) contact between the protrusion and
the surface (Fig. 7A ). U and Ql are the translational and rotational
velocities. The velocity gradient G is 1.32 s-', the cell radius a is 6 p.m.
Brackets (( )) are for mean values, bf is the width of the cell-to-
substrate gap at the end of the 3 s interval.
TABLE 3 Influence of the friction coefficient on cell motion
near a plane wall
Dimensionless
friction
coefficient (U/aG) (fl/G)
(f /6 ira)
0 0.82 0.04
0.5 0.79 0.32
1 0.74 0.41
2 0.68 0.48
The motion of a rolling cell of 6 p.m radius (parameter a) with a rigid
protrusion of 1.8 p.m length was determined for a period of 3 s by
numerical solutions of the equations of motion. Initial conditions are
as described in Table 2 (0.5 p.m gap, initial contact between chamber
floor and cell protrusion). The velocity gradient G is 1.32 s-'. U and Q1
are the translational and rotational velocities, respectively, brackets
(( )) denote mean values.
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few micrometer length, and translational movement is
impeded by short range interactions with cells and the
chamber floor.
DISCUSSION
The present work was designed to yield precise informa-
tion on the topographical relationships between a fixed
substrate and mobile cells subjected to a laminar shear
flow. This is indeed a prerequisite to a thorough under-
standing of the initial step of cell-to-substrate attach-
ment such as occurs in flowing blood. The basic idea was
to use irregular shaped cells, thus allowing monitoring of
both translation and rotation of moving elements. Also,
a fairly low shear rate was chosen in order to permit
accurate monitoring of the motion with a standard
videocamera.
The first conclusion was that cells moved for pro-
longed periods of time with fairly constant velocity, in
accordance with previous reports (1, 2, 3). Although
cells occasionally adhered to the substrate after an
immediate arrest, the motion was not altered when the
chamber room was coated with adhesive molecules
(reference 3 and data not shown). It is therefore
suggested that cell translation did not involve substantial
formation and breakage of intermolecular bonds with
the plane surface.
A second unambiguous conclusion was that the trans-
lational velocity of flowing cells was not substantially
slower than the unperturbed fluid velocity near the cell
center of gravity. Using the framework of Goldman's
theory, it is thus strongly suggested that the major part of
the cell membrane was not in molecular contact with the
surface of the flow chamber. Indeed, a value of 0.86 for
the dimensionless velocity U/aG would lead to a dis-
tance of 0.8 jim between the substrate and cells
modeled as spheres of 6 jim radius.
Thirdly, simultaneous measurement of the transla-
tional and rotational velocities of individual cells yielded
experimental values that were clearly inconsistent with
Goldman's theory. Additional data suggested that this
discrepancy was not due to the ellipticity of actual cells
(Fig. 6). Hence, the simplest hypothesis was that local
friction forces were generated by cell-to-substrate inter-
action. It was indeed shown that experimental data were
fully compatible with a modified Goldman's theory
including a phenomenological friction term (Fig. 7).
Considering cells of 6 jim radius, the width of the
cell-substrate gap would be -1.4 ,um, and the ratio
between the drag force and the relative cell-substrate
velocity would be 74 nanonewton s/jim in a medium
of 0.001 Pa - s viscosity.
Fourthly, it was checked that the high suggested value
of the cell-to-substrate gap was physically admissible.
Indeed, the balance between gravity and cell-to-
substrate repulsion is expected to result in an equilib-
rium distance much lower than 1.4 jim (13, 14). Also,
hydrodynamic lifting forces possibly generated by the
cell translation are expected to be negligible due to the
low value of the shear rate used in our study (15, 16). It
was thus hypothesized that cell surface protrusions
might exert an upward push on the cells. Hydrodynamic
cell-to-substrate interaction might substantially de-
crease ensuing sedimentation rate (17, 18). This process
was incorporated in Goldman's theory. As shown in Fig.
10, a single protrusion of 1.8 jim length might raise
cell-to-substrate distance above 1 jim for 1.8 s, corre-
sponding to about a fourth of a turn (using the experimen-
tal value of 0.78 for cell angular velocity). Hence, a few
cell surface microvilli or lamellipodia might suffice to
maintain a relatively high cell-to-substrate distance. This
is clearly consistent with electron microscopic data.
Note that the influence of cell surface asperities on
mutual approach in a shear flow was well discussed by
Goldsmith and colleagues (19). However, three particu-
lar points deserve some comments.
(a) Our model requires that cell surface lamellipodia
behave as rigid structures during their interaction with
the substrate. Although precise data on the mechanical
behavior of cell surface microvilli are lacking, it may be
argued that the mere viscosity of submembranar cyto-
plasm might prevent rapid bending of a lamellipodium.
Indeed, consider a sheet of thickness h and width w
protruding above the cell membrane by length L. As-
sume that this veil bends with constant thickness, thus
acquiring the shape of a circular line subtended by angle
a (Fig. 11). The mutual displacement between faces is
on the order of ah, resulting in tangential stress F =
jia/t, where t is the duration of the bending process and
the cytoplasmic viscosity. The work dissipated during
this process is obtained by multiplying the lifting push P
with the displacement of the tip of the lamellipodium,
which is on the order of ah. Hence, we obtain:
Pwa (jia/t) x (wL) x (Mh). (25)
Hence:
P jiaLh/t. (26)
Taking 100 Pa - s for the cytoplasm viscosity (20), we
conclude that the force required to bend a lamellipo-
dium of length 1 jim by an angle of 1 radian is 1011
newton. This is more than 10 times the sedimenting
force. Clearly, cytoplasmic viscosity might well allow cell
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wFIGURE 11 Limitation of lamellipodium bending by viscous forces. A
lamellipodium is modeled as a sheet of thickness h, width w, and length
L. Bending requires parallel sliding of limiting faces, with concomitant
generation of viscous forces.
surface lamellipodia to resist bending and push cells at
distance from the substrate.
(b) In a previous study made on rat thymocytes (3), it
was found that smoothing cell surfaces by exposure to
hypotonic media did not substantially alter translation
velocity. However, cell rotational velocity could not be
measured in the same study. It may be argued that the
departure from a spherical shape may suffice to main-
tain fairly high cell-to-substrate distance, cells behaving
as "imperfect wheels" subjected to repeated upwards
pushes during their displacement. Further, because the
derivation of cell-substrate distance from velocity deter-
minations is not very accurate, due to the logarithmic
dependence of velocity on distance, it is difficult to
compare the translation velocities of two cell samples
subjected to similar hydrodynamic flow.
(c) The influence of cell vertical displacement on
translational motion (Fig. 9A) is in qualitative agree-
ment with experimental data.
A final point is about the experimental value of the
friction coefficient we obtained. If the region of closest
interaction between the cell and the chamber floor is
modeled as a gap of width d separating parallel plates,
the drag coefficient is expected to be on the order of
pS!d, where A is the medium viscosity and S is the area
of the tip of a microvillus or lamellipodium. Using 0.01
gm' and 0.01 ,um as reasonable orders of magnitude for
S and d, the experimental value of 74 nN s/Vm suggests
that the effective viscosity of the medium in the cell-
substrate gap is higher than the bulk medium viscosity by
two orders of magnitude. The most likely explanation for
this finding would be that the flow is hampered by
glycocalyx molecules bound to the cell surfaces and
behaving as a porous network (21).
The overall conclusion of this study is therefore that
rolling cells are in contact with the substrate over very
limited areas (corresponding to the tip of microvilli). A
single bond might be responsible for initial cell arrest.
Indeed, the energy of such a bond may well tether a cell
against the fluid flow (22, 23) until adhesion is strength-
ened by cell deformations (9) and lateral concentration
of adhesion molecules (24).
It is planned to subject these concepts to direct
experimental test by studying the adhesion of cells to
substrates coated with controlled amounts of adhesion
molecules, using fluorescent labeling and confocal scan-
ning laser microscopy.
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